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News
Schillings hires
former cyber
security director

Future to acquire TI Media
in GBP140m deal to develop
digital monetisation models
M

ulti-platform media company Future
has announced plans to acquire
TI Media in a GBP140 million deal. The
transaction, announced on 30 October, will
allow Future to expand its portfolio to more
than 220 global brands.
TI Media publishes some of the world’s
most iconic magazine titles, including Marie
Claire, Country Life and Wallpaper. In a press
release, Future commented that the deal
‘further diversifies our audience with a large
female readership.’
Future initiated the deal after a “recordbreaking year” in which it almost tripled its
pre-tax profit to GBP12.7 million for the year

ending 30 September 2019, an increase from
GBP4.4 million the previous year.
Future CEO, Zillah Byng-Thorne, said:
“Following a record-breaking year of huge
organic growth at Future, I am delighted that
we are now in a position to announce the
proposed acquisition of TI Media.”
Ms Byng-Thorne, who joined Future in
November 2013 as Chief Financial Officer,
also commented: “We have long admired TI
Media, and I am thrilled at the prospect of
bringing our exceptional teams together.
I truly believe that through our combined
passion, determination and expertise that we
will be a super-force of specialist media.”

Qatar approves draft media law on press		
the political and social awareness of its
people and its recognition of the right of its
citizens to know the full truth.’
It added that the ‘State consolidated the
citizens’ right to free and constructive media
in a manner that distinguishes the truth from
rumours and false and fabricated news.’
In May this year, Amir of Qatar, Sheikh
Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani, issued a law on
the establishment of the country’s Media City.

Under the law, the Media City will have
an independent budget dedicated to
developing media activity in the country.
It aims to strengthen the county’s regional
position as a location to attract international
media companies.
The law offers licensed companies in the
Media City tax exemptions for 20 years and
gives them the freedom to hire employees
and import supplies without registration.
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Leading media law firm Schillings has
appointed cyber security expert Peter Yapp
as part of the firm’s expansion of its cyber and
information security division.
Peter Yapp joined the firm on 26 November
and leads the cyber team. He is the fourth
partner appointed by the Tier 1 firm this year
and joins from the National Cyber Security
Centre, where he was Deputy Director.
The firm’s expansion is part of its ongoing
work in the area of cyber defence, protecting
the reputation and privacy of media clients
when information security is breached.
Schillings’ CEO, Rod Christie-Miller, said:
“To properly understand, and protect against,
every aspect of reputation, privacy and
security threat in today’s world, we need to
have the best problem solvers from every
discipline – law, intelligence, investigations,
and information security.”
Speaking of his appointment, Peter Yapp
commented: “The role of cyber in our lives and therefore its potential to be manipulated
in the wrong hands - is greater than ever
before. Rather than being scared, we need to
understand how to take control.”
Mr Yapp has also held senior roles in the
cabinet office and the private sector.
Other hires over the past two years include
Amy Pope, formerly US Deputy Homeland
Security Advisor to President Obama, and
John Chase, a crisis response expert with
over 20 years of experience in responding
to kidnap for ransom, extortion, blackmail,
piracy and cyber threats.

continued from page 1
The preparation of the draft law is
intended to achieve a high level of national
transparency and integrity, as well as protect
public funds.
The charter is expected to promote
conduct codes and public-service ethics
among officials in the country.
Artificial intelligence is among other
areas of Qatar’s national strategy that were
reviewed by the cabinet.
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Rules on influencer advertising
and FTC’s guidance on disclosure
Hannah E. Taylor

Lawyer Hannah E. Taylor outlines measures
that can protect against “deceptive” practice
As influencers have risen in popularity, the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has taken note
of failure industry failure to properly disclose the
sponsored nature of content.
Some, therefore, mistakenly believe that the
law in the United States relating to deceptive
endorsement practices is new. While advertising
is ever-changing, the law prohibiting use of
deceptive third-party endorsement tactics has
actually existed for decades. Below is a primer.
Section 5 of the 100-year-old FTC Act
prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices. A
representation, omission,or practice is “deceptive”
if it is material and likely to mislead consumers
acting reasonably under the circumstances.
The FTC made clear in its 1980 Guides
Concerning Use of Endorsements and
Testimonials in Advertising (Endorsement Guides)
that if there exists a material connection between
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an endorser and an advertiser – one that might
affect the weight or credibility of an endorsement
– and such material connection is not clearly
and conspicuously disclosed, such is a deceptive
practice.
A “material connection” can mean payment,
but can also mean receipt of product, a
relationship (such as working for the company,
familial ties, etc.), or other benefits. This means,
for example, if an influencer posts a review of a
complimentary lipstick, a brand sent her, she
should disclose in the post that she received the
lipstick for free.
Likewise, if an employee of a car company
posts that he loves the new model, he should
disclose that he works for the business.
While the Endorsement Guides do not have
the force of law, violation of the principles can
(and do!) lead to an investigation or enforcement

actions by the FTC. After the influencer boom,
the FTC released updated FAQs, ”What People are
Asking,” addressingsocial media and influencer
advertising.
The FTC also brought related enforcement
actions, including against major advertisers such
as Warner Brothers and Lord & Taylor.
But in case the Endorsement Guides, the FAQs,
and enforcement actions were not enough, the
FTC recently released Disclosures 101 for Social
Media Influencers, a plain English guidance
document that finally brings the FTC’s rules to
basics. Here is what you need to know:
1. Any financial, employment, personal, or
family relationship must be disclosed - do not
assume followers know.
2. Disclosures are required even if you think
evaluations are unbiased.
3. Use plain language, or a hashtag, but
make disclosures understandable. Hashtags like
#[Brand]Ambassador or #[Brand]Partner work. So
do “#Ad” or “Sponsored.” #Spon, #Sp, #Collab do
not work. Neither do stand-alone terms such as
“thanks” or “ambassador.”
4. Disclosures must be conspicuous, early in
the post (within the first two lines on Instagram),
and repeated if in a live stream or video.
Superimposing disclosures on a picture works.
Don’t bury the disclosure in a string of hashtags
or put it in a link in a profile. Use of a platform’s
disclosure tool is also not necessarily sufficient.
5. If posting from abroad, US law applies if it’s
reasonably foreseeable that the post will affect US
consumers. Foreign laws might also apply.
6. Influencers can only endorse products and
services that they have actually tried and like.
7. Influencers can only make statements
about products that the advertiser, itself, can
independently substantiate.
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